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Abstract
This study examines the heat stroke“熱中症”mentions on Twitter on an extremely hot day when the maximum temperature
was reported at over 40℃ and presents the underlying network's characteristics and structures. Fruchterman-Reingold and
Harel Koren Fast Multiscale algorithms were used for network visualization. Insights into these networks may lead to a better
understanding of health related information dissemination in social media.
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Introduction

Methods

The role of information communication technologies

Extremely hot days reported in Japan from August 1 to

and social media such as Twitter to facilitate change has

11, 2013 are plotted in Figure 1. For the 11-day period,

been widely reported

maximum temperatures were over 35℃ . Extremely

（1,2）

. Social media scientists have

used these tools to analyze and even predict trends based on

hot days or

information contained in users' tweets.

the temperatures exceed 35℃ . The highest temperature

In a previous paper

猛 暑 日 are deﬁned as days during which

, the author examined the trend

reported was on August 10 at 40.7℃ in Kofu, Yamanashi

of“enterovirus”mentions on Twitter for a period of 30

prefecture and in Ekawasaki, Kochi prefecture. Both areas

days and presented the network metrics of the day when

ranked the hottest during that day. Tatebayashi in Gunma

the number of“enterovirus”mentions peaked. Rather

was at 40.1℃ , Nerima at Tokyo was at 38.6℃ , and

than presenting a globally reported health phenomena

Central Osaka at 37.4℃ . The following day, August 11,

such as“enterovirus”, this paper focuses on a region

had a slightly lower maximum temperature at 40.6℃ in

based health related keyword, in this case, heatstroke or

Ekawasaki, Kochi prefecture. Thus, heat stroke or“ 熱 中

（3）

“ 熱 中 症 ”in Japanese. Extremely hot days were reported
（4）

in Japan during the first few weeks of August 2013.

The aim of the this study is to examine the underlying
network's characteristics and structures when the maximum
temperature was reported at over 40℃ . Insights into these
health related mentions networks may lead to a better
understanding of information dissemination in social media,
speciﬁcally in the ﬁeld of public health awareness.

Fig. 1 Maximum Temperatures from Aug.1～ Aug.11, 2013.
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Discussion and Results
The network includes all people or entities that were
replied to or mentioned by the people or entities who
tweeted the search term, but who didn't tweet the search
term themselves. When a Twitter user mentions another
user (person or entity) the arrow points to the user or vertex
(node). For self-loops which are vertices or nodes that have
no connections to other vertices in the network, the arrows
are directed towards the vertices themselves.
Fig. 2 “熱中症” mentions on Yahoo ！ realtime search on August 10, 2013.

Figure 3 shows the“熱中症”mentions network structure

症”mentions on social media such as Twitter and Facebook

visualized with the Fruchterman-Reingold（5） algorithm.

were mined using Yahoo! realtime search on August 10,

This force directed algorithm arranges the vertices in a

2013 for six hours from 11:00 am to 16:00 pm. See Figure

grid square and calculates both the repulsive forces and

2. The keyword“ 熱 中 症 ”from tweets and Facebook

attractive forces between nodes considering the connections

comments gave 2094 hits at 11:00 pm. The highest number

between them. To minimize vertex overlapping, the

of tweets and comments containing this keyword was at

repulsive force was set to 7.0. In this ﬁgure, the vertices or

12:00 pm；decreasing steadily to 1568 hits at 16:00 pm.

nodes which are the people or entities in the network are

Considering this trend, the“熱中症”mentions network

represented as circles, while the connections between them

on August 10, at 12:00 pm was chosen. Network overview

are represented by lines or arrows. Vertex sizes represent in-

discovery and exploration tool was utilized to mine Twitter,

degree values. In-degree measures the number of edges that

examine the network and investigate the underlying

are directed towards a vertex or node. Thus, highly popular

network's characteristics and structures.

vertices to which other nodes connect to will have greater
or larger diameters i.e. larger in-degree values.
Figure 4 shows the same“ 熱 中 症 ”mentions network

Fig. 3 “熱中症” mentions network on August 10, 2013 at 12:00 pm visualized with
Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm.
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structure visualized with the Harel-Koren Fast Multiscale

as shown in Fig. 5. Here, the vertices were grouped by

algorithm. This algorithm which is also a force directed

connected components. Heavily connected group of

layout algorithm is used to rapidly lay out vast and complex

vertices are shown in the uppermost left side of the ﬁgure；

networks.

the least connected or non-connected vertices or groups

（6）

In Fig. 3, the layout is rather dispersed over the whole

are shown in the right side of the figure. Self-loops are

area of the grid space with less vertex overlap. Vertices with

shown in the lower right side. Well-connected vertices

high in-degree values represented with larger diameters are

belong to individuals as well as tenki.jp (Japanese weather

clearly recognizable. In Fig. 4, vertex overlap is evident

association), and mainichiedit (Mainichi newspaper). Both

and is concentrated in the center of the grid. However,

had the highest number of followers at 1,063,786 and

connections between vertices with high in-degree values

595,262, respectively. However, tenki.jp only had an in-

and their connected components are clearly visible

degree of 13 representing 13 mentions or retweets, while

compared to that in Fig. 3. For both of these ﬁgures which

mainichiedit only had an in-degree of 11, representing 11

represent one network (August 10, at 12:00 pm), there are

mentions or retweets. The vertex with the highest in-degree

1364 vertices or nodes, 1017 edges, and 333 self-loops.

was that of a private individual.

This self-loops represent tweets that are not mentions or

Figure 6 shows the“熱中症”mentions network grouped

replies to. Of the total number of vertices 71.6％ tweeted

by time zones. Since the health related keyword, in this

the term“ 熱 中 症 ”, while 28.4％ vertices did not tweet

case, heatstroke or“熱中症”was in Japanese, vertices with

the term themselves but were mentioned in other tweets.

locations in Japan is expected to dominate the network.

Interestingly, the top hashtag for this network is not“# 熱

However, it is interesting to note that connections exist

中症”or 40℃“#40度”but #airsonic2013, a hashtag for a

between those based in Tokyo and Osaka and those in

ﬁctitious summer music concert in Japan during this time.

Irkutsk and Hawaii. Some of the vertices' locations cannot

A hashtag is a metadata tag used in social networking sites

be veriﬁed and are thus labeled as unknown.

to identify a group or a channel.

The mentions network in Fig.5 contained the keyword

In order to better understand the underlying structure

“熱中症”. To test for sentiments of concern in the tweets,

of this“ 熱 中 症 ”mentions network, Fig.4 was re-plotted

the tweets were mined for those that contained the phrases

Fig. 4 “熱中症” mentions network on August 10, 2013 at 12:00 pm visualized with
Harel-Koren Fast Multiscale algorithm.
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heatstroke“ 熱 中 症 ”and take care“ 気 を ”which would

replies to, 29.6％ are mentions, and 25.7％ are tweets.

represent“気をつけて”or“気を付ける”. See Figure 7.

Aside from other well-connected individuals, mainichijpedit

Only 27％ of the total number of vertices in the network

is part of this network, while tenki.jp is not.

seems to show a sentiment of concern. Here, 44.7％ are

Figure 8 shows the network whose tweets contained not

Fig. 5 “熱中症” mentions network on August 10, 2013 at 12:00 pm.
（Grouped by connected components）

Fig. 6 “熱中症” mentions network on August 10, 2013 at 12:00 pm.
（Grouped by time zones）
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Fig. 7 “熱中症” mentions network on August 10, 2013 at 12:00 pm.
（vertices that contain the keywords heatstroke “熱中症” and take care “気を”）

Fig. 8 “熱中症” mentions network on August 10, 2013 at 12:00 pm.
（vertices that contain the keyword ” 40”）
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only the keyword“熱中症”but also“40”which stands for
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要 約
本研究では、猛暑日におけるツイッター上で「熱中症」（つぶやき）の傾向を調査し、メンション・ネットワー
クの根本的な特性および構造を提示した。これらのネットワークに対する識見はソーシャルメディアにおける健康
関連情報普及についての明解な理解に結びつくかもしれない。
キーワード：熱中症、メンション・ネットワーク、ツイッター、Fruchterman-Reingold アルゴリズム、Harel Koren
Fast Multiscale アルゴリズム
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